The Fraud of Andrew Jackson

Think Like an American—
Restore Hamilton’s Bank!
by Anton Chaitkin
Look back, from our present national disintegration,
into the defiantly optimistic thinking of the Americans
of the 1776 Revolution. They foresaw their grandchildren prospering, with power over nature beyond all
prior experience.
Understand them by reading the prophecy of Benjamin Franklin, in the accompanying box.
The founding Americans’ passion for improvement could
bring a profound result for prosperity, but only if the
Revolutionary country could control its own economy
against the global power of the British Imperial enemy.

Franklin on Man’s
Future Powers
As an experimental scientist, 130 years before the
first electric generating plant, Benjamin Franklin
wrote to Cadwallader Colden, Oct. 31, 1751
(http://franklinpapers.org):
“There are no bounds . . . to the force man may
raise and use in the electrical way; for [charge]
may be added to [charge] and all united and discharged together as one. . . . The effects of common
lightning may be exceeded in this way. . . .”
And during the Revolution, in a letter to Joseph
Priestley, Feb. 8, 1780 (http://franklinpapers.org):
“[With the] rapid progress true science now
makes . . . it is impossible to imagine the height to
which may be carried . . . the power of man over
matter; we may perhaps learn to deprive large
masses of their gravity, and give them absolute
levity for the sake of easy transport.”
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Acting for their grandchildren’s survival, the Founders set up the Bank of the United States to guide the
economy and foster the necessary fundamental change.
This founding nationalist framework of our first
Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton, disputed by
Thomas Jefferson and his allies, was nevertheless retained by them; when it expired, they revived it.
Britain’s American political agents made Andrew
Jackson President, and with populist noise, he took
down the National Bank, ceding control to the Money
Power centered in London.
Later, Franklin Roosevelt, and again later, Abraham
Lincoln, revived the founders’ vision and rallied the
nation to renewed strength.
But the irrational British-origin imperial money
system returned to power. That system is now collapsing, and our existence is threatened. If we wish to live,
we must think like Americans again, and reject the populist lies about Andrew Jackson and the National Bank
which have now become deeply embedded in the popular mentality. To climb out of the depressed, anti-industrial stupor of the last half-century, and again reach for
the stars, we will have to finance the ascent by re-establishing Alexander Hamilton’s Bank of the United
States.

Our Predecessors’ Roadmap Out of Extinction
The American Revolutionary breakaway from the
British system was dangerous. The Empire kills its
challengers, if it can. A decade after winning independence, the new nation announced the strategy to overcome its potentially fatal weakness.
America was bankrupt and economically exhausted
from eight years of war, with no manufacturing industry. Britain financed the exports of crops from the
American slave plantations; Britain supplied America’s
tools and clothes. The British still occupied military
National
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